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ABSTRACT
Resonant relaxation has been discussed as an efficient process that changes the angular momenta of stars
orbiting around a central supermassive black hole due to the fluctuating gravitational field of the stellar cluster.
Other spherical stellar systems, such as globular clusters, exhibit a restricted form of this effect where enhanced
relaxation rate only occurs in the directions of the angular momentum vectors, but not in their magnitudes; this
is called vector resonant relaxation (VRR). To explore this effect, we performed a large set of direct N-body
simulations, with up to 512k particles and ~500 dynamical times. Contrasting our simulations with Spitzer-style
Monte Carlo simulations, that by design only exhibit 2-body relaxation, we show that the temporal behavior of
the angular momentum vectors in N-body simulations cannot be explained by 2-body relaxation alone. VRR
operates efficiently in globular clusters with N > 104. The fact that VRR operates in globular clusters may open
way to use powerful tools in statistical physics for their description. In particular, since the distribution of orbital
planes relaxes much more rapidly than the distribution of the magnitude of angular momentum and the radial
action, the relaxation process reaches an internal statistical equilibrium in the corresponding part of phase space
while the whole cluster is generally out of equilibrium, in a state of quenched disorder. We point out the need to
include effects of VRR in Monte Carlo simulations of globular clusters.
Keywords: globular clusters – stars: kinematics and dynamics
1. INTRODUCTION
In stellar systems such as globular clusters and nuclear stel-
lar clusters, gravitational encounters provide a mechanism for
the exchange of orbital energies and angular momenta. This
process is called 2-body relaxation and is well described by
Chandrasekhar’s scattering theory (Chandrasekhar 1942 and
references thereafter) as a diffusion process. The main as-
sumptions made in this theory are that the velocities exhibit
Brownian motion independently due to the superposition of
a large number of independent instantaneous 2-body encoun-
ters within a uniform medium. This process causes the en-
ergy distribution to diffuse. Numerical studies have shown
that the energy diffusion rate is well described by this theory
even in realistic self-gravitating stellar systems which are in-
homogeneous and where the interactions are non-local and
non-instantaneous, once the free parameter of the model, the
Coulomb logarithm, is fitted (e.g., Giersz & Heggie 1994).
Applying this analytical theory to globular clusters can match
the simulated diffusion rate of energy and angular momentum
magnitude, the so-called relaxation timescale (e.g., Aarseth
& Lecar 1975).
Rauch & Tremaine (1996, henceforth RT96) demonstrated
that this kind of gravitational encounters does not fully de-
scribe relaxation in stellar systems. Focusing on spherical
systems dominated by a central mass, such as galactic nu-
clei, where the stars’ orbits are nearly Keplerian, they showed
that there is an enhanced rate of angular momentum relax-
ation compared to what is predicted from Chandrasekhar’s
scattering theory. This enhanced relaxation rate is caused
by persistent torques among the Keplerian orbits, which act
coherently until the orbits are sufficiently perturbed or until
they precess significantly. In this case, the Keplerian orbits
can be thought of as ellipse-shaped wires; each pair of such
wires exerts mutual gravitational torques, thereby exchanging
angular momenta. This change is coherent over timescales
shorter than the precession time in the stellar cluster (either
the mass precession timescale or general relativity preces-
sion; RT96). On longer timescales a random walk-like be-
havior takes place where the effective step size is set by the
coherence time, which is much longer than the orbital time.
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This process, called resonant relaxation1, is not restricted
to Keplerian orbits. As also noted by RT96, spherical sys-
tems not dominated by a central mass (such as globular clus-
ters) also exhibit a more restricted form of the phenomenon.
In a general spherical potential, orbits are still restricted to
motion in a plane, but the radial and azimuthal orbital fre-
quencies are no longer equal, and orbits precess generally on
timescales comparable to the orbital time. These orbits look
like “rosettes” that generally do not close and thus eventu-
ally sample all points between the pericenter and apocenter,
and can be thought of as annuli. A pair of such annuli exerts
mutual torques. In this case, the component of the torque vec-
tor parallel to the angular momentum is zero, meaning that
the angular momentummagnitudes are left unchanged. Thus,
the angular momentummagnitudes do not relax. The perpen-
dicular component is nonzero, and therefore the orientations
of the angular momentum vectors do relax. This process is
called vector resonant relaxation (VRR) to distinguish it from
relaxation of the angular momentum magnitudes in a Keple-
rian potential or scalar resonant relaxation (SRR). Although
similar torques drive both SRR and VRR, the latter is much
more efficient because the coherence time of the former is
much shorter due to precession (Hopman & Alexander 2006;
Bar-Or & Alexander 2016; Alexander 2017).
More generally, resonant relaxation arises if the smooth
component of the gravitational potential admits action-angle
variables, where its fundamental frequencies satisfy a relation
n1Ω1 + n2Ω2 + n3Ω3 = 0 with n1, n2, n3 not all zero, integer
coefficients (this is called the resonance criterion, see also
Merritt 2013). During resonant relaxation, the energies of
orbits in the smooth potential are approximately conserved,
but the mutual interactions drive the actions, that correspond
to the resonance criterion, to change rapidly. In the case of
stars moving in a Keplerian potential, the resonance condition
may be satisfied by any n2,3 integer as Ω2 = Ω3 = 0 for the
argument of pericenter and ascending node, which leads to
the rapid change of the angular momentum (RT96).
In both the Keplerian and general spherical potentials, this
process does not cause energy change because the orbitally-
averaged structures are symmetric. Thus, the rate of energy
change is dominated only by gravitational encounters or 2-
body relaxation. Since the relaxation of energy is nonresonant
(i.e. occurs due to 2-body encounters), the energy of any
particular star performs a random walk, which means that on
average the square change of energy grows linearly with time:
1 Hénon (1959, section 5) already speculated about resonant relaxation,
but his idea was very different from the modern concept and had to do with
enhanced energy exchange among stars with common orbital period. Hénon
hypothesized that this kind of process will lead the mass distribution of any
globular cluster to evolve toward the isochrone model. However it is now
known not to be the case.
rms (∆E) ∝ √t . (1)
This occurs on timescales longer than the 2-body coherence
time but short enough that the star is not transported too far in
energy space. The 2-body coherence time is a fraction of the
dynamical time of the system and generally shorter than the
timescales of interest. The angular momentum magnitude is
similarly influenced by 2-body encounters, but SRR (in the
case of nearly Keplerian orbits) imposes additional stochas-
ticity with coherence time that equals the mass precession
time, so on timescales longer than the dynamical time and
shorter than the precession time,
rms (∆L) ∝ ηs
√
t + βst, (2)
where ηs and βs are parameters introduced by RT96 to quan-
tify the relative strength of the two processes. Finally, the
angular momentum direction will change in a coherent way
as long as there exist a component of the torques that is tem-
porally correlated. Indeed, in a spherical potential orbits are
planar, implying that the angular momentum vector directions
execute a randomwalk on the sphere on timescales longer than
the typical reorientation timescale. The coherent evolution
of the angular momentum directions (i.e. the orbital planes)
is self-quenching because as the orbital planes pivot, so do
the torques they generate. Thus, the VRR timescale is itself
the step size for the random walk of the angular momentum
direction.2 So on timescales shorter than the coherence time
of VRR, this process can be similarly parametrized3 as
rms (|∆L |) ∝ ηv
√
t + βvt . (3)
Numerical studies of resonant relaxation extend back to
RT96 who utilized two approaches to investigate the prob-
lem. They performed N-body simulations under some re-
stricted conditions and also N-wire simulations. In the former
method, each star is represented by a particle, and its equa-
tions of motion are integrated such that the six phase-space
coordinates are known at each time. In the latter method
orbital averaging is performed such that stars are represented
by ellipse-shaped wires, with the mass distributed on the wire
in proportion to the time spent there by the star during its
orbit. Their N-body simulations had a smooth background
potential, in which “background” particles orbited, providing
the torque to additional “test” particles for which the energies
and angularmomenta were followed tomeasure the relaxation
2 This is under the assumption that VRR is more efficient in randomizing
the angular momentum directions than 2-body relaxation; this is not trivially
the case but see Section 4. (if 2-body time > VRR time then we might not
see correlated behavior at all, this is expressed by η and β).
3 This parametrization breaks down due to the fact that the random walk
is on a sphere, once the angular displacement of ∆L is non-negligible (see
Kocsis & Tremaine 2015, for a better suited description).
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effects. From the simulation results, they were able to show
the expected correlated behavior of the angular momentum
and that resonant relaxation is effective in changing the stars’
angular momenta (magnitude and direction) when the back-
ground potential is Keplerian, and the angular momentum
directions when the background is the isochrone potential.
They also estimated the coefficients ηs,v and βs,v for these two
cases. This was improved by Rauch & Ingalls (1998), who
performed a similarly restricted N-body simulation to explore
the enhancement of tidal disruption rate due to SRR.
The N-wire method (also referred to as Gauss’s method,
see Touma et al. 2009) is an approximate method that isolates
the effects of resonant relaxation. While energies cannot ex-
change between the wires, the angular momentum evolution
can potentially be followed for much longer times. In the
case of RT96, because of close encounters between the wires
dominating the computation time, the N-wire simulations
were actually significantly slower than the N-body simula-
tions. They do report however that the results from the two
methods agree qualitatively.
RT96 ignored the dependence on the orbital elements. Hop-
man & Alexander (2006) used theoretical arguments for the
dependence of the resonant relaxation timescales on energy.
In order to obtain the steady state distribution of stars (in a
single-mass population) around a supermassive black hole,
they constructed a Fokker–Planck model (in energy) account-
ing for the sink (i.e. tidal disruption or accretion of stars onto
the black hole) by SRR, and calibrated it using the coeffi-
cients measured by RT96. Gürkan & Hopman (2007), also
explored the dependence of the effect on eccentricity by cal-
culating the global torque exerted on a test star (i.e. test orbit)
by a large number of static elliptical wires representing the
nuclear stellar cluster.
Eilon et al. (2009) performed a larger and more self-
consistent set of N-body simulations. Although using at most
only 200 particles, all mutual interactions were accounted
for (rather than using non-interacting background particles).
Additionally, they used an unsoftened gravitational potential
with close encounters regularized using the KS method (Kus-
taanheimo & Stiefel 1965). They too measured the ηs,v and
βs,v coefficients from the simulation results. They found that
ηs,v were a factor of ∼ 3 bigger than obtained by RT96 which
was attributed to the large softening used by the latter; they
also found βs to be a factor of ∼ 2 bigger, but the source of
this discrepancy was not identified. However, their results
were consistent with the static wire experiments performed
by Gürkan & Hopman (2007).
Kocsis & Tremaine (2015) presented a new method to
specifically explore VRR. Their method is based on the as-
sumption that the rate of precession is much faster than the
rate at which the orbital planes change their orientation. Or-
bital averaging is performed over the entire precession cycle
such that stars are represented by annuli, with the mass dis-
tributed on the surface in proportion to the time spent there
by the star during its orbit, thus, it was called N-ring. With
this method they measured VRR not only in the temporally
coherent regime as previous works but also in the random-
walk regime. For the coherent regime, they found a factor
∼ 3 slower relaxation than Eilon et al. (2009) or the results of
RT96 for a Keplerian background potential. The same factor
∼ 3 slower relaxation rate was also found earlier by RT96 for
the isochrone background potential which drives rapid apsidal
precession.
These previous authors aimed most of their attention at
the galactic nucleus or Kepler potential problem. Orbits in
globular clusters precess quickly compared to their orbital
periods, so SRR is not expected to occur. VRR, on the
other hand, is expected to operate in globular clusters if one
observes the scalings presented in RT96, and crudely replaces
the central point massM by themass of the clustermN (where
N is the number of stars, m is their mean mass); this gives a
2-body relaxation time ∼ NP and VRR time ∼ √NP, where
P is the orbital period. Therefore, the latter should be
√
N
shorter than the former, indicating that for N ∼ 104–106,
VRR is expected to operate at a rate 100–1000 faster than
two-body relaxation time and be the primary cause for orbital
plane reorientation in these systems.
In this paper we consider the efficacy of VRR in globular
clusters as well as similar systems, such as spherical dwarf
galaxies. We perform direct N-body simulations of single-
mass globular clusters that follow the Plummer (1911) mass
distribution. In our largest simulation, the number of parti-
cles was N = 512k (where k = 1024). The large number of
particles in the simulations, which is realistic for many glob-
ular clusters, is needed to clearly differentiate the effects of
2-body relaxation from VRR.
The fact that VRR operates in globular clusters may open
way to use powerful tools in statistical physics for their de-
scription. In particular, since the distribution of orbital planes
relaxes much more rapidly than the distribution of the mag-
nitude of angular momentum and the radial action, the relax-
ation process reaches an internal statistical equilibrium in the
corresponding part of phase space while the whole cluster is
generally out of equilibrium, in a state of quenched disorder.
In this case, statistical mechanics may be utilized to under-
stand the long-term behavior of the system (Roupas et al.
2017; Takács & Kocsis 2018). Curiously, Kocsis & Tremaine
(2011) as well as Kocsis & Tremaine (2015) have shown that
the Hamiltonian of VRR in various limits is reminiscent of
that of various models in condensed matter physics, particu-
larly the N-vector model, liquid crystals, and point vortices
on the sphere; which leads to similarities in their thermody-
namic behavior (Roupas et al. 2017; Takács & Kocsis 2018).
At zero temperature, the ground state of VRR is an ordered
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state of aligned orbits (parallel or antiparallel) which repre-
sents a disk in which stars orbit in either sense. At a nonzero
temperature, the system undergoes a first order phase transi-
tion in the canonical ensemble between the aligned ordered
phase and the spherically distributed disordered phase. A
gravitating system with a nonzero rotation is analogous to a
liquid crystal in a nonzero external magnetic field. In both
cases, the system admits a critical value of angular momen-
tum or magnetic field, at which the phase transition becomes
second order, and at higher values there is a smooth crossover.
The system also admits stable statistical equilibria with nega-
tive absolute temperature, a curious phenomenon in statistical
physics (Braun et al. 2013; Frenkel & Warren 2015; Dunkel
& Hilbert 2013; Campisi 2015; Cerino et al. 2015; Poulter
2016). The correspondence between these different fields
of physics may possibly have far reaching interdisciplinary
implications.
Another interesting implication of VRR is that in mul-
timass anisotropic systems, heavier and lighter objects are
expected to decrease and increase their inclination in VRR
equilibrium, respectively. This process is similar to dynami-
cal friction caused by 2-body relaxation, in which the velocity
dispersion of heavier objects is reduced to approach energy-
equipartition. Since as we show in this paper, VRR operates
in globular clusters, resonant dynamical friction reduces the
dispersion in orbital inclinations for heavier objects. This
leads to the formation of a disk of massive stars and black
holes in galactic nuclei (Szölgyén & Kocsis 2018), which
may have far reaching implications for the dynamics of glob-
ular clusters (Szölgyen, Meiron, and Kocsis, in prep).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
the N-body simulations and the method to measure the rates
of 2-body relaxation and VRR from the data. In Section 3 we
compare our results for 2-body relaxation only to scattering
theory and a Monte Carlo N-body code. In Section 4 we dis-
cuss the implications of the simulation results to real globular
clusters and spherical dwarf galaxies.
2. DIRECT SIMULATIONS
To examine VRR in globular clusters, we ran a series of
N-body simulations using the phiGRAPE code (Harfst et al.
2007), a direct-summation N-body code that uses theHermite
integration scheme with block timesteps (Makino 1991). The
initial conditions are a Plummer model with a mass and virial
radius of unity as expressed in Hénon units.4 We performed
two simulations with N = 128k particles differing by the ran-
4 Also known as N -body units, In this unit system, the mass unit is set to
the total mass of the cluster M and the length unit is its virial radius R. The
time unit is [T ] =
√
R3/(GM), the energy and angular momentum units are
[E] = GM/R and [L] = √GMR, respectively. The virial radius relates to
the Plummer radius r0 through the relation R = 163pi r0.
Region E L ∆E ∆L a e
(I) −1.21 0.16 0.05 0.05 0.2 0.5
(II) −0.78 0.41 0.05 0.05 0.4 0.5
(III) −0.30 0.30 0.15 0.15 1.0 0.9
(IV) −0.30 1.20 0.15 0.15 1.0 . 0.3
Table 1. Four representative initial regions of orbits in (E, L)-space.
The corresponding semi-major axis a and eccentricity e for the (E, L)
values are given to one digit accuracy, while in the the case of region
(IV) the spread of eccentricities is larger than in the other regions.
E , L, and a are in Hénon units for a Plummer model with virial
radius of one (see text for details).
dom seed, one simulation with N = 256k and one simulation
with N = 512k. The gravitational interactions are softened
with softening length of 3 × 10−4 length units to ensure that
binary systems do not form. Of the four models presented,
three ran up to 2000 time units, and one (the largest simulation
with N = 512k) ran up to 4000 time units. These times were
chosen because they are sufficiently long to observe 2-body
relaxation and VRR in the examined phase-space regions of
the simulations, but not too long that cluster evolution plays
a role.
We measured the dimensionless coefficients in a similar
way to RT96 and Eilon et al. (2009). We study the rate
of change of energy and the size and direction of angular
momentum in four representative regions similar to Meiron
& Kocsis (2018, Paper I) as listed in Table 1. For each
region, Table 1 specifies the midpoint and width of the region
in specific energy and specific angular momentum (E, L). We
tag all particles that are within this region initially5 (at t = t0).
We record each particle’s E and L at every subsequent step
and define
δE =
E − E0
E0
(4)
δLs =
|L | − |L0 |
Lc
(5)
δLv =
|L − L0 |
Lc
(6)
where E0 and L0 correspond to t = t0, and Lc is the circular
angular momentum corresponding to E0. For each region, the
temporal behavior of these quantities is modeled as follows
5 Because of 2-body relaxation, particles may come in and out of that
region, but as long as the cluster’s 6D phase space distribution function (df)
does not evolve significantly, the number of particles there is constant in
time within some statistical fluctuations. In the 512k run, each region had
between 14k and 16k particles, with poissonian fluctuations.
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following RT96:
rms (δE) = α m
M
√
N
√
τ (7)
rms (δLs) = ηs mM
√
N
√
τ (8)
rms (δLv) = mM
√
N(ηv
√
τ + βvτ) (9)
where rms denotes the root-mean-square of the selected par-
ticles (that are initially in the given region), N denotes the
number of particles in the full cluster, i.e., M = Nm, and τ is
a dimensionless time
τ ≡ t − t0
P
(10)
where P is the orbital period corresponding to the center of
the region in (E, L)-space. Here α, ηs, ηv, and βv are di-
mensionless fitting parameters which we determine for each
region separately. Note that this model is only appropriate
in a statistical sense, the fitting parameters may fluctuate de-
pending on the initial condition and t0, and that it is also only
valid when the rms quantities are much smaller than unity.
Examples of the time dependence of the rms changes in E ,
L, and L in two simulations are shown in Figure 1, where the
t0 dependence of the fitting parameters is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows that the rate of change during the coherent
phase of VRR varies significantly among the two 128k simu-
lations. More generally, we expect δLv and βv to vary with t0
and for different initial conditions because the rate at which
orbital planes reorient is set by the instantaneous fluctuating√
N component of the gravitational field, which is mostly en-
coded in its quadrupolar moment, a global characteristic of
the cluster. Therefore the torques experienced by the mem-
bers of the cluster, which set δLv and βv, are expected to be
correlated (Kocsis & Tremaine 2011).
The fitting parameters depend on the assumed beginning
and end times of the time series, τ1 ≤ τ ≤ τ2, which must
be specified carefully. Random walk behavior for 2-body
relaxation, leading to the
√
τ terms in Equations (7)–(9), is
valid only beyond its correlation time which is roughly the
orbital period, implying that τ1  1 (RT96). Furthermore,
τ2 must be sufficiently small that the selected stars have not
moved significantly in (E, L)-space, and experience a relax-
ation rate characteristic for their region (see Paper I). Finally,
the adopted parametrization ofVRR is only valid for small an-
gular shifts of L (see footnote 3), which means that δLv  1
must be satisfied for all stars in the sample, which also sets
an upper bound on τ2. For the fitting of both δLs and δE we
chose τ1 = 1 and τ2 was set such that the value of rms[δE(τ)]
or rms[δLs(τ)], whichever was fitted, was ≤ 0.20. For the
fitting of rms[δLv(τ)], we chose τ1 = 5 after observing that
the fit values for βv do not change significantly when τ1 is
changed in the range between 1 and 20. The choice of τ2 was
set such that rms[δLv(τ)] ≤ 0.25 in the fit interval. Figure 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 20
τ
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.20
δE
δLs
δLv
Figure 1. The root-mean-square (rms) relative changes in the energy
(blue) and angular momentum (magnitude in green, direction in
red) as a function of time (normalized by orbital period) for two
simulations of a Plummer sphere with N = 128k particles, differing
only by random seed. The lines shown are the rms of the relative
changes of all stars in Region II (“most typical” energies and angular
momenta). The difference between the two red curves indicates that
the coherent rate of angular momentum change is different for the
two initial conditions, as expected.
10
12
14
16
18
20
η v
Sim. 128k 1
Sim. 128k 2
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
τ0
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
β v
Figure 2. Variation in the dimensionless fitting parameters ηv and
βv for Region II as a function of initial time τ0 ≡ t0/P for two
simulations with N = 128k. Coherent VRR is represented by βv
which fluctuates greatly throughout the simulation and between the
two simulations, indicating that the global torques vary significantly.
Note the anticorrelation between ηv and βv, the correlation coeffi-
cient between their τ0-derivatives is ≈ −0.99.
shows the values of ηv and βv in Region II as functions of t0
for the two simulations with N = 128k.
Table 2 shows the average values of the fitting parameters
for all simulations. In both simulations with N = 128k,
the fluctuation spectra (i.e. the Fourier transform ampli-
tude) of both ηv(t0) and βv(t0) are approximately a power
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law with index of −1.25. The error in each of the coefficients
(α, ηs, ηv, βv) has three components: (i) statistical error due to
the finite number of particles in the region considered, (ii) er-
ror due to the fitting procedure, and (iii) systematic error due
to the fact that the coefficients really do fluctuate in time and
differ between different realizations, as discussed above. The
first can be estimated by splitting the particles in the region
arbitrarily into two or more groups, and obtain the fit for each
group separately. The second components can be estimated
from the least squares procedure. Finally, the systematic er-
ror can be estimated from the width of the distribution of the
coefficients obtained at different values of t0 and for different
realizations. We found that the first two components of the er-
ror are much smaller than the third, and will thus be ignored.
The error values presented in Table 2 should thus be under-
stood as systematic variations in the 2-body relaxation and
VRR processes. We note that the relative error in ηv is about
a factor of 2 larger than the other non-resonant coefficients
(α, ηs).
Table 2 also shows the upper limits on the scalar resonant
relaxation coefficient βs and the equivalent parameter for the
coherent change in energy, α˜. These parameters are obtained
by fitting δE(τ) and δLs(τ) with the following expression,
analogous to Equation (9)
rms(δE) = m
M
√
N(α√τ + α˜τ) (11)
rms(δLs) = mM
√
N(ηs
√
τ + βsτ) (12)
As expected, the values of α˜ and βs are scattered around
zero and are very small in magnitude compared to the other
coefficients. The upper limits in Table 2 are one standard
deviation. Table 2 shows that the different simulations agree
with each other (see discussion on the lack of N-dependence
in Section 4).
Table 3 shows the same coefficients but at all four regions
specified in Table 1, and only for the largest simulation with
N = 512k. The values differ by up to about an order of
magnitude among the different regions. It seems empirically
that βv/ηv ≈ 0.1 in all regions. For comparison, the ratio
βv/ηv is ≈ 0.9 (Rauch & Tremaine 1996) and ≈ 1.1 (Eilon
et al. 2009) for the Keplerian potential case; for the isochrone
potential case (which is similar to a Plummer potential in that
it has a flat core rather than a singularity) Rauch & Tremaine
get βv/ηv ≈ 0.2. The fluctuations in βv, expressed by the
standard deviation, are consistently≈ 40% in our simulations.
Figure 3 is similar to Figure 1 for all four regions, but instead
of showing the quantities measured from the simulated data,
it plots of Equations (7)–(9) are shown, where the values for
each of the parameters is taken from their fitting values shown
in Table 3 and N = 1024k. The lines appear thick because of
the allowed range of each parameter, as given be their standard
error in the Table.
In the limit that the directions of angular momentum vec-
tors Li are reoriented during VRR while Ei and Li change
much more slowly, VRR may be represented as mixing on a
spherical surface of the unit-normalized angular momentum
vectors, Li/Li . While Equation (9) breaks down when the
orbital planes have on average changed by ∼ 1 radian, a better
description is provided by the angular correlation function
C(µ,∆t) which specifies how the angular momentum direc-
tion distribution function at time t0 correlates with that at time
t0 +∆t for angular separations µ = cos θ (Kocsis & Tremaine
2015). In Appendix B we show that
C(µ,∆t) =
∞∑`
=0
C`(∆t)P`(µ) (13)
where P`(µ) are Legendre polynomials, and the coeffi-
cients depend on the multipole moments of the distribution
C`(∆t) = ∑`m=−` 〈Y` m(t0)〉 〈Y` m(t0 + ∆t)〉, where 〈Y` m(t)〉 are
spherical harmonics averaged over the distribution of angular
momentum directions at a given time t, and we average over
t0. Kocsis & Tremaine (2015) have shown that if the angular
momentum vectors exhibit independent Brownian motion on
the sphere with diffusion coefficient D, then
C`(∆t) = 2` + 14pi e
− 14 `(`+1)V` (14)
where V` = D∆t for all `. More generally, for an arbi-
trary random process, the correlation function C` may still
be represented with Equation (14) using V`(∆t), which may
be unequal and nonlinear. In the coherent phase of VRR,
V`(∆t) ∝ ∆t2, while for incoherent VRRV`(∆t) ∝ ∆t until the
distribution function becomes fully uncorrelated for the given
number of particles (Kocsis & Tremaine 2015). The slope of
a quadratic time dependence is analogous to (L2c /L2)N−1β2Lv
in equation (9), and the slope of the following linear time de-
pendence specifies the rate of incoherent mixing during VRR,
which was neglected in equation (9). We refer the readers to
Appendix B for a details.
The four panels of Figure 4 show the angular varianceV`(τ)
for the four regions measured in our N = 512k simulation.
The result is qualitatively very similar to figures 8 and 11
in Kocsis & Tremaine (2015) which describe galactic nuclei,
in that V` is described by an approximately quadratic depen-
dence at early times, which changes to a shallower roughly
linear dependence at later times until saturation sets in. The
values of V` are similar for different `. Note however, that
unlike Kocsis & Tremaine (2015), our simulation resolves 2-
body relaxation as well, which manifests as a linear V` before
coherent VRR sets in.
3. NON-RESONANT RELAXATION
The incoherent diffusion coefficients α, ηs, and ηv are triv-
ially related to the orbitally-averaged diffusion coefficients
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α ηs ηv βv αRR βs
128k_1 7.36 ± 0.24 8.60 ± 0.26 11.6 ± 0.66 1.18 ± 0.43 < 0.06 < 0.06
128k_2 7.41 ± 0.30 8.59 ± 0.17 11.7 ± 0.69 1.09 ± 0.46 < 0.07 < 0.06
256k 7.30 ± 0.16 8.62 ± 0.19 11.3 ± 0.57 1.42 ± 0.38 < 0.04 < 0.04
512k 7.32 ± 0.15 8.82 ± 0.23 11.5 ± 0.94 1.33 ± 0.50 < 0.04 < 0.04
Combined 7.35 ± 0.22 8.67 ± 0.22 11.5 ± 0.73 1.26 ± 0.44
Table 2. Measured dimensionless coefficients (Equations. 7– 9) from simulations for Region II. The two columns on the right are upper limits
to the resonant coefficient for the energy and angular momentum magnitude as explained in the text. The errors represent the width of the
distribution of each coefficient, and not the fitting error, which is typically much smaller. The combined result in the bottom row is a simple
unweighted average of the above rows; no N dependence is observed.
101 102 103
10−2
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δE
δLs
δLv
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101 102 103
τ
10−2
10−1
Region III
101 102 103
τ
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Figure 3. Similar to Figure 1 for all four regions, but instead of showing the quantities measured from the data, plots of Equations (7)–(9)
are shown, where the values for each of the parameters is taken from Table 3 and N = 1024k. The lines appear thick because of the range of
each parameter, as given be its standards error in the Table 2.. We note that the reorientation angle of angular momentum vector directions is
(L2/L2c)δLv, which is 0.4, 0.5, 0.06 and 1.0 times δLv for the four regions in order respectively.
α ηs ηv βv Ncrit
I 6.14 ± 0.08 19.0 ± 0.24 25.5 ± 1.59 2.52 ± 0.98 6.7 × 104
II 7.32 ± 0.15 8.82 ± 0.23 11.5 ± 0.94 1.33 ± 0.50 9.9 × 103
III 14.8 ± 0.29 5.07 ± 0.09 6.79 ± 0.38 0.47 ± 0.20 9.6 × 103
IV 5.02 ± 0.09 2.26 ± 0.04 3.58 ± 0.17 0.22 ± 0.09 3.4 × 103
Table 3. Measured dimensionless coefficients as in Table 2 but for different regions in the N = 512k simulation. Ncrit is the number of particles
beyond which VRR becomes dominant as discussed in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4. The five first moments of the angular varianceV`(τ) for each of the four regions in (E, L) space, measured in our N = 512k simulation.
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DE2 , DL2s , and DL2v as follows
α =
√
DE2NP
|E | ; ηs =
√
DL2s NP
Lc
; ηv =
√
DL2vNP
Lc
. (15)
In Paper I, we calculated DE2 and DL2s from the Chan-
drasekhar scattering theory for different values of E and L
in a Plummer sphere. The diffusion of the angular momen-
tum direction, DL2v can be calculated in much the same way,
and this calculation is presented in Appendix A.
In order to compare the Chandrasekhar’s scattering theo-
retical results with the measured coefficients, we need to take
into account the fact that the regions we define in (E, L)-
space are not very narrow around their central values (unlike
in Paper I). This means that in order for the comparison to be
meaningful, the orbitally-averaged diffusion coefficients need
to be averaged in a weighted way within each region. The
results of this calculation are shown in Table 4. The theory,
in principle, has no free parameters. However, the Coulomb
logarithm folds much of the uncertainly and in practice is
used as a fudge factor. By dividing ηs and ηv by α, we cancel
the theoretical dependence on the Coulomb logarithm and are
able to compare the simulation with the theory.
In addition to the N-body simulation, we performed Monte
Carlo simulations, where pairs of stars do not interact directly
but only in a statistical way. In Paper I we also use this method
to follow the long-term time evolution of the probability am-
plitude for a particle to transition fromone state to another (the
propagator). There, we used the Hénon version of the Monte
Carlo method developed originally by Hénon 1971, improved
by Stodółkiewicz 1986; this is the most commonly used ver-
sion. Here, articles in adjacent radii are randomly chosen to
interact at timesteps equal to a fraction of the 2-body relax-
ation time, and the relative velocity change is amplified to
statistically mimic the effect of a large number of scattering
events. A core assumption of this method is that the cluster
is spherically symmetric, and the MOCCA implementation
of this method (Giersz et al. 2013), used in Paper I, particles
are not assigned full 6D phase space coordinates, but rather
just radius, radial and tangential velocities. Thus, it cannot
be used to study relaxation of the orbital planes.
Another version of theMonteCarlomethod is due to Spitzer
& Hart (1971), often called the Spitzer or Princeton version.
The significant difference to the Hénon version is that here,
the timestep is a fraction of the dynamical time, rather than
the 2-body relaxation time, and perturbations to each star’s
velocity are applied independently by assuming aMaxwellian
distribution of background stars. Since in this method all
position and velocity components of the particles are known
(much like in an N-body simulation), the orientation of the
orbital planes could be followed.
We used the Monte Carlo code RAGA (Vasiliev 2015) that
implements the Spitzer version of the method and performed
an N = 512k simulation with identical initial conditions to
that of the N-body simulation. We analyzed it in exactly the
same way, by considering different regions in (E, L) space
and calculating the rms of δE , δLs, and δLv as functions
of time, fitting for α, ηs, ηv, and βv. Unlike other Monte
Carlo codes, RAGA calculates the potential through the self-
consistent field method (Clutton-Brock 1973; Hernquist &
Ostriker 1992; Meiron et al. 2014) that relaxes the assump-
tion of spherical symmetry to a degree by calculating the
gravitational field through a multipole expansion that is cut at
some `max. The results presented in Table 4 are for `max = 0
(only the monopole, so spherical symmetry is assumed), but
we also tested `max = 2 (quadrupole). The results were similar
in both cases, with specifically βv consistent with zero. This
is expected for the monopole case, as there are no torques in
the system, but somewhat surprising for the quadrupole case.
While the N-body simulations and RAGA agree quite well
when it comes to the non-resonant relaxation of different in-
tegrals of motion in different regions in (E, L) space, there is
some visible tension with the values calculated from Chan-
drasekhar’s theory.
4. DISCUSSION
Wediscuss the implications of the simulations to real globu-
lar clusters as follows. First we make inferences on the region
of parameters where VRR operates in the simulations, then
we discuss extrapolations to real systems, and compare with
the typical parameters of observed globular clusters. Then we
discuss whether this effect may operate in dwarf galaxies and
finally discuss the possibility of black hole disks in globular
clusters.
4.1. Constraints on VRR in globular clusters
According to Equation (9), the reorientation of angular
momentum vectors is dominated by coherent torques on
timescales when τ ≥ (ηv/βv)2. As also noted in Section 2,
the expression for the growth of rms(δLv) is only an appro-
priate model when the quantity is much smaller than unity.
We define three timescales through the extrapolation of Equa-
tions (7)–(9) to unity and substituting M = Nm, these are
trx,E = NP/α2 (16)
trx,Ls = NP/η2s (17)
trx,Lv =
1
4β2v
(
−ηv +
√
η2v + 4βv
√
N
)2
P (18)
We note that trx,E in equation (16) specifies the time when
rms[(E − E0)/E0] = 1, which is different from the definition
in Paper I, where the normalization was with respect to the
average kinetic energy in the region. Similarly, note that
the relaxation time of angular momentum is often defined
in the literature as (L/Lc)2trx,Ls and similarly for trx,Lv with
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N-body Theory RAGA
ηs/α ηv/α ηs/α ηv/α ηs/α ηv/α
I 3.10 ± 0.06 4.15 ± 0.26 2.85 3.72 2.79 ± 0.05 4.27 ± 0.07
II 1.20 ± 0.04 1.57 ± 0.13 1.14 1.60 1.14 ± 0.02 1.76 ± 0.03
III 0.34 ± 0.01 0.46 ± 0.03 0.23 0.26 0.31 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.02
IV 0.45 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.04 0.53 0.90 0.44 ± 0.01 0.78 ± 0.02
Table 4. The ratios of the non-resonant coefficients ηs and ηv with α for different regions and different methods.
respect to the adopted definition (Alexander 2012; Kocsis
& Tremaine 2015). Indeed, the timescale for the angular
momentum vector to reorient by an angle of order 1 radian is
(L/Lc)2trx,Lv , which is significantly shorter than trx,Lv given
by equation (18) for lower angular momentum orbits; e.g., by
a factor 16.4 for Region III.
Equation (18) is more complicated than equations (16)–
(17) because it is a solution to a quadratic equation. It has
two asymptotic expressions
trx,Lv =

NP/η2v N  η4v/β2v√
NP/βv N  η4v/β2v
(19)
Rapid reorientation happens at fixed energy and angular
momentum if(
ηv
βv
)2
P . t . min(trx,E, trx,Ls, trx,Lv ). (20)
VRR operates if coherent torques dominate the reorientation
in globular clusters if the interval (ηv/βv)2P . t . trx,Lv is
non-empty (i.e., there exist values of δLv corresponding to
it). This is satisfied when
N & Ncrit ≡ η
4
v
β2v
. (21)
The reorientation of orbital planes may happen at a nearly
fixed energy and angular momentum magnitude, so that the
orbits rotate as rigid bodies if
L2
L2c
trx,Lv  max(trx,E, trx,Ls ) (22)
which happens if6
N  Ncrit, rigid ≡ max
(
η4v
β2v
,
L4η4s
L4c β2v
,
L4α4
L4c β2v
,
)
(23)
Using Table 3 for the parameters in Region II (recall that this
is the region around the geometrical median of E and L values
of a Plummer sphere), Ncrit, rigid = Ncrit ≈ 1.1 × 104.7
6 We find that (Lc/L)ηv < max(α, ηs) for all regions considered, so the
low N asymptote of Equation (19) can never satisfy Equation (22).
7 This is derived from the average of all simulations as appearing in Table 2
rather than the values for Region II in the N = 512k simulations appearing
in the second row of Table 3.
4.2. Correcting for softening
The dimensionless parameters α, ηs, and ηv are related to
2-body relaxation, they are proportional to the square root
of the diffusion coefficients (Equation 15), which are in turn
proportional to the Coulomb logarithm. However, in Section
2 we have shown that the dimensionless parameters α, ηs,
and ηv describing the incoherent diffusion of E , L, and L
are independent of N (see Table 2). This is not surprising
because the simulations used softened 2-body interactions,
with softening lengths of  = 3 × 10−4, which is much larger
than the 90◦ deflection impact parameter b90, which is of the
order of GM/(3Nσ2) where σ is the local (one dimensional)
velocity dispersion (in a Plummer model within the half-
mass radius, it is ≈ 0.47). Therefore b90 would be at most
∼ 10−5 in the simulations presented here (all numbers in
Hénon units, see footnote 4). Thus, the Coulomb logarithm
lnΛ = ln(bmax/bmin) is constant in the models we explored,
and cannot be distinguished from the other multiplicative
constants. We assume that bmax = r0 and that bmin =  ,
which gives lnΛ ≈ 7.58. To scale our results to real globular
clusters, we first have to correct for themissingN dependence:
Xreal =
(
lnΛreal
lnΛsim
)1/2
X =
[
ln(0.4Nreal)
ln(r0/)
]1/2
X (24)
where X denotesα, ηs, or ηv, and the subscript “real” indicates
that the quantity is corrected. The Coulomb logarithm for
real clusters lnΛreal needs to be evaluated by other means,
we adopt the common practice (Spitzer 1987) that lnΛreal =
ln(0.4Nreal) where Nreal denotes the number of stars in the
cluster. The dimensionless coefficient βv is not expected to
be affected by thismodification since it is set by global torques
for low order multipole moments. We assume that it does not
need to be corrected for the N dependence.
4.3. Relaxation in observed globular clusters
In the Harris (1996, 2010 edition) catalog of galactic glob-
ular clusters, the relaxation time is estimated for each object
(152 objects have valid values for the relaxation time) in the
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Figure 5. The energy relaxation time trx,E and angular momentum
direction relaxation time trx,Lv for Region II stars (most typical) in
globular clusters (blue circles) and Local Group dwarf galaxies (red
squares). The histograms show the globular cluster only counts in
logarithmic time bins. The two dashed gray lines show the Hubble
time.
following way (based on Djorgovski & Meylan 1993)
trx =(2.055 × 106 yr) [ln(0.4N)]−1
( 〈m〉
M
)−1 ( M
M
)1/2
×
(
rh
1 pc
)3/2
(25)
where the following assumptions are made:
1. The mass-to-light ratio is Υ = 2ML−1 ; the cluster’s
luminosity is calculated from the absolute magnitude
column.
2. The average stellar mass is 〈m〉 = (1/3)M.
3. The half-mass radius rh is calculable from the half-light
radius and the distance information.
In Section 4.1 we have derived the minimum number of
stars where VRR may be expected to operate. When correct-
ing for the N dependence of ηv as explained in Sec. 4.2 above,
we get a non-linear algebraic equation in N , the solution of
which is Ncrit,real ≈ 1.44 × 104 for the values corresponding
to Region II (the most typical orbits). Table 3 shows Ncrit for
the four regions in the 512k simulation. Relative to two-body
relaxation, VRR is least efficient in the core of the cluster
(region I), but even there Ncrit < 105.
We conclude that clusters with N > 1.44× 104 are affected
by VRR. This number is significantly smaller than the median
for the globular clusters in the Harris catalog (given the above
assumptions on themean stellarmass andmass-to-light ratio),
which is ∼ 3 × 105. Thus, most globular clusters are strongly
subjected to VRR. In simulations, it is possible to artificially
lower this threshold by increasing the softening length, use a
mean-field method to calculate the gravitational interactions
such as a Self-Consistent Field method, or use smooth back-
ground potential instead accounting of full “N2” interactions.
In all these cases 2-body relaxation is suppressed, while VRR
is not.
Finally, when considering the corrections for α and ηs,
our expressions for trx,E and trx,Ls are identical in form to
Equation (25), but with different coefficients (depending on
whether the energy or angular momentum magnitude is con-
sidered). For the 152 GCs in the Harris catalog, our result
is that trx,E for Region II orbits is 9.0× larger than the values
given in the Harris catalog, and trx,Ls is 6.5× larger.
Figure 5 shows the angular momentum direction relaxation
time trx,Lv versus the energy relaxation time trx,E for the 152
objects in the Harris catalog (blue circles) and 12 objects
from the McConnachie (2012) catalog of dwarf galaxies in
and around the Local Group (red squares). The timescale
is calculated under the assumptions listed above, using the
dimensionless coefficients corresponding to Region I in our
simulation, where the orbital period is P = 5.88
√
R3/(GM)
(the relaxation times are proportional to P). For the globular
clusters, we find that trx,E is larger than trx,Lv by a factor of
between 4 and 40 (the median is ∼ 15). While approximately
one third of the objects have trx,E > tH, no objects have trx,E
longer than tH.
4.4. Application to dwarf galaxies
Spherical galaxies are subjected to the same physical pro-
cesses. While at their very center, the supermassive black
hole, when present, dominates the dynamics, its influence
does not extent to beyond a small fraction of the galaxy’s
size. The energy relaxation time of galaxies may exceed the
Hubble time, tH = 13.7 × 109 yr, by orders of magnitude, but
this is not the case for many dwarf spheroidal galaxies and
often for spherical components of spiral galaxies, such as the
Milky Way.
An important difference between dwarf spheroidal galax-
ies and globular clusters is that the former contain a dark
gravitational component which may exceed the stellar gravity
by a large factor. How this affects the relaxation time de-
pends on the nature of this dark component. If it is made of
subatomic or microscopic particles in a spherical geometry,
then it does not affect either diffusion coefficients or global
torques, but only the dynamical time (i.e. only P is changed
in the definition of τ in Equations 7–9). If instead it is made
of stellar-mass particles, then it participates in both 2-body
and resonant relaxation processes, increasing their timescale
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by making N effectively much larger. If Modified Newtonian
Gravity is at work, then it is not easy to predict how both
relaxation processes would be affected.
Another important caveat to remember is that our simu-
lations are based on the Plummer model, which is just an
approximation of a globular cluster or a dwarf spheroidal
galaxy; in reality, different clusters will have different mass
profiles. We also assumed a single mass species, no bi-
naries and importantly, perfect spherical symmetry, where
the global torques only come from the
√
N noise rather than
the ellipsoidal or triaxial shape of the cluster, but a cluster’s
asphericity may strongly affect the angular momentum relax-
ation times. The dwarf spheroidal galaxies in Figure 5 were
not filtered by their ellipticities. For the 12 galaxies shown,
10 had ellipticity values in the catalog, the median of which
was 0.48.
We calculated the relaxation times for dwarf galaxies under
the same assumptions, but evaluated N from the stellar mass
and used the dynamical mass to calculate the scaling of the
time unit. In Figure 5 we show that some dwarf galaxies in
McConnachie (2012) have VRR times significantly smaller
than the Hubble time. In these dwarf galaxies, VRR is ex-
pected to operate as in globular clusters well outside of the
radius of influence of the central massive black hole.
4.5. Implications of VRR in globular clusters
Our results suggest that the half-mass relaxation times may
be longer than previously thought. Combined with the result
from Paper I that showed that mixing timescale (of the energy
and angularmomentummagnitude) is approximately 10 times
longer than the energy half-mass relaxation time, many old
globular clusters could still retain memory of their initial
conditions.
VRR has been widely discussed previously for nuclear star
clusters. Recently, Szölgyén & Kocsis (2018) examined the
case of a star cluster around a supermassive black hole form-
ing by 16 episodes of star formation or globular cluster infall
using aMonte CarloMarkov Chain simulation of VRRwhich
neglected 2-body relaxation by construction. They showed
that in the statistical equilibrium configuration of such a sys-
tem, massive stars and stellar mass black holes form a warped
disk, while low mass stars are spherically distributed. This
anisotropic mass segregation is driven by coherent mutual
gravitational torques in the system, quantified in this paper
by βv. This process may be quenched by 2-body encounters,
quantified here by ηv.
If globular clusters form in a similar way, in the sense that
infalling material accumulates in a few discrete episodes, a
disk of heavy object will form in globular clusters. Indeed,
we found that VRR operates in globular clusters if its mass
exceeds 104M. The VRR timescale in globular clusters
is much shorter than the 2-body relaxation time by a factor
4–40 (see Figure 5), and it is less than a Hubble time for
all globular clusters. We are currently running multimass
N-body simulations to see if a disk of black holes is indeed
maintained in VRR.
We conclude that VRR operates efficiently in most globular
clusters and in some low mass dwarf galaxies.
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of Finance of the People’s Republic of China under the grant
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APPENDIX
A. DIFFUSION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM DIRECTION
First we mirror Appendix A of Paper I, but instead of the the local diffusion of angular momentum magnitude, we calculate
that of the direction. We do this by writing the mean square change in the angular momentum vector during a short encounter
as a function of the mean square velocity changes parallel and perpendicular to the original velocity direction. In other words,
express 〈|∆L |2〉 as a function of 〈(∆v‖)2〉 and 〈(∆v⊥)2〉. Since we are only computing the average change during a single short
encounter (“local diffusion”) our expressions will depend on phase space coordinates (namely r , v and vr ). In the next step we
will integrate over them to get the orbital averaged coefficients. Also note that we are interested in the square magnitude of the
difference vector, not the square change in the vector’s magnitude (as in Paper I), thus |∆L |2 ≡ |L2 − L1 |2.
We start by writing the angular momentum vector before the encounter L1 = r × v1. Since the encounter occurs over a very
short period, r does not change and therefore does not need to be subscripted. After the encounter, the angular momentum vector
is L2 = r × v2 with
v2 = v1 + (∆v‖)vˆ1 + (∆v⊥)uˆ1 (A1)
where vˆ1 = v1/v1 a unit vector in the direction of vˆ1, and uˆ1 an unknown unit vector perpendicular to it. The new angular
momentum following some simple algebra is
L2 =
[
1 +
(∆v‖)
v1
]
L1 + (∆v⊥)(r × uˆ1) (A2)
the difference vector is
∆L = L2 − L1 =
∆v‖
v1
L1 + (∆v⊥)(r × uˆ1) (A3)
and its square magnitude is
|∆L |2 =
∆v‖v1 L1
2 + 2∆v‖∆v⊥v1 [L1 · (r × uˆ1)] + |(∆v⊥)(r × uˆ1)|2 (A4)
when averaging the above expression we note that the middle additive term does not contribute, because 〈∆v‖∆v⊥〉 = 0. Therefore
the average is simply 〈 |∆L |2〉 = (L1
v1
)2 〈(∆v‖)2〉 + 〈 |r × uˆ1 |2〉 〈(∆v⊥)2〉 . (A5)
The vector multiplication in the last term is easy to average, as r is a constant vector and uˆ1 is a unity vector at an arbitrary
direction with respect to r , the angle γ between them is uniformly distributed, leading to〈 |r × uˆ1 |2〉 = r2 〈 | sin γ |2〉 = 12r2 (A6)
and therefore, also noting that L = rvt 〈 |∆L |2〉 = r2
v2
[
v2t
〈(∆v‖)2〉 + 12v2 〈(∆v⊥)2〉] (A7)
Equation (A7) above is similar in form to Equation (A10) of Paper I; the difference is that the coefficient of 〈(∆v⊥)2〉 within the
square brackets is proportional to v2 instead of v2r .
We finalize the calculation of the diffusion coefficientswriting 〈(∆v‖)2〉 and 〈(∆v⊥)2〉 as functions of velocitywith theRosenbluth
potentials as substituting into Equation (A7)〈 |∆L |2〉
∆t
=
8piΓr2
3v
{(
1
2
v2 − v2r
)
F4(v) + 32v
2F2(v) +
(
2v2 − v2r
)
E1(v)
}
(A8)
where Γ = 4piG2m2 lnΛ and Fn and En are the Rosenbluth potentials. This implies assumption of the isotropy of the distribution
function. The calculation proceeds by orbitally averaging Equation (A8) as shown in Appendix B of Paper I. The result is shown
in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Angular momentum direction diffusion coefficient for a Plummer model due to 2-body relaxation only, i.e. neglecting VRR, calculated
by orbital averaging scattering theory for each point on a grid in (E, L)-space. The color scale is log10[NDL2v /(lnΛ〈L
2〉)] where N is the
number of particles, lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm, and 〈L2〉 is the mean square angular momentum of particles in a Plummer model. This
normalization guarantees dimensionlessness and independence of the number of particles. However, note that the RMS angle by which the
angular momentum vectors are displaced due to 2-body relaxation is proportional to (〈L2〉/L2)1/2[NDL2v /(lnΛ〈L
2〉]1/2. The axes are in Hénon
units for a Plummer model (see footnote 4).
B. ANGULAR MOMENTUM ANGULAR CORRELATION FUNCTION ON THE SPHERE
VRR describes the RMS rate at which the angular momentum vectors directions reorient and diffuse on the spherical surface.
A useful statistical measure to describe this process beyond ηv and βv defined in equation (9) is the correlation function. The
correlation function describes how a fluctuating field ρ correlates between two points separated by a distance ∆r . In particular in
a two-dimensional plane of area A this may be calculated as
C(∆r) =
∫
A
dr ′
∫
A
dr ′′ ρ(r ′) ρ(r ′′) δD(∆r − |r ′ − r ′′ |) (B9)
where δD(·) denotes the δ-function8. On the spherical surface, S2, this may be defined using the proper distance α = cos−1(rˆ ′ · rˆ ′′)
or its cosine, i.e. µ = cosα
C(µ) = 1
2pi
∫
S2
d rˆ ′
∫
S2
d rˆ ′′ ρ(r ′) ρ(r ′′) δD(µ − rˆ ′ · rˆ ′′ |) . (B10)
where the integration is over the unit sphere.
In practice this equation may be evaluated using Legendre-polynomials and spherical harmonics9 which satisfy
δ(µ − cos γ) =
∞∑`
=0
2` + 1
2
P`(cos γ) P`(µ) , (B12)
P`(cos γ) = 4pi2` + 1
∑`
m=−`
Y` m(rˆ)Y ∗`m(rˆ ′) (B13)
for any cos γ = rˆ · rˆ ′, µ, and ` ≥ 0. Substituting in equation (B10) gives
C(µ) =
∫
S2
d rˆ ′
∫
S2
d rˆ ′′ρ(r ′) ρ(r ′′)
∞∑`
=0
∑`
m=−`
Y` m(rˆ)Y ∗`m(rˆ ′) P`(µ) . (B14)
8 the D index stands for Dirac to avoid confusion with other δ labels in the paper
9 We use the definition which satisfies ∫
Y`m(r)Y∗`′m′ (r) dΩ = δ` `′δmm′ (B11)
if ` ≥ 0 and −` ≤ m ≤ `, and similarly for (`′,m′).
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Reversing the order of the sums and the integral, this may be written as superposition of Legendre polynomials
C(µ) =
∞∑`
=0
C`P`(µ) (B15)
where
C` =
∑`
m=−`
|c`m |2 , (B16)
c`m =
∫
S2
d rˆ ρ(rˆ) Y` m(rˆ) . (B17)
In particular, if the density field ρ(rˆ) is given by N discrete particles on the sphere at rˆi for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we may evaluate the
density weighted integral in equation (B17) as an ensemble average over the particles in the sample:
c`m =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Y` m(rˆi) . (B18)
Substituting in equation (B22) and using equation (B13) and using |c`m |2 = c`mc∗`m (where the asterisk ∗ denotes complex
conjugate) finally gives
C` =
∑`
m=−`
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
Y` m(ri)
] 
1
N
N∑
j=1
Y ∗`m(r j)
 =
1
N2
N∑
i, j=1
∑`
m=−`
Y` m(rˆi) Y` m(rˆ j) = 2` + 14piN2
N∑
i, j=1
P`(rˆi · rˆ j) . (B19)
This result gives the angular correlation function at any given instant. The correlation function in both angle and time may be
derived similarly from equation (B10) but by adding up the contributions of the correlation between ρ(r ′, t0) and ρ(r ′′, t0 + ∆t)
separated by an angular distance µ = cosα = r ′ · r ′′, averaged over all such r ′, r ′′, and t0. For the distibution of angular
momentum vector directions, we get
C(µ,∆t) =
∞∑`
=0
C`(∆t) P`(µ) , (B20)
where
C`(∆t) =
∑`
m=−`
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
Y` m[Lˆi(t0)]
] 
1
N
N∑
j=1
Y ∗`m[Lˆ j(t0 + ∆t)]
 =
2` + 1
4piN2
N∑
i, j=1
P`
[
Lˆi(t0) · Lˆ j(t0 + ∆t)
]
, (B21)
where averaging is implicitly assumed over the reference time t0. The result shows that the angular correlation function is
expressed in the basis of P`(µ) with C` coefficients which are independent of the angular scale µ and which depend on time.
The C` coefficients specify the power on characteristic angular scales of θ ∼ pi/(2`) when comparing the distribution functions at
times separated by ∆t.
An interesting special case to examine is when the angular momenta of different stars in a given zone are uncorrelated with
each other, e.g. if each star samples an isotropic distribution independently at every t0 instant. In this case one can show that only
the i = j terms contribute to the sum over i and j in equation (B21)10:
C`(∆t) = 1N
∑`
m=−`
N∑
i=1
Y` m[Lˆi(t0)]Y ∗`m[Lˆi(t0 + ∆t)] =
2` + 1
4piN
N∑
i=1
P`
[
Lˆi(t0) · Lˆi(t0 + ∆t)
]
. (B22)
Note that at ∆t = 0, the dot products are unity and P`(1) = 1 for all `, and so C(µ, 0) = δD(µ). For larger ∆t as the dot products
decrease, all Legendre polynomials decrease, and hence C(µ,∆t) decreases for µ = 1. Once the particles forget their initial
conditions C` ≈ const up to a shot noise type fluctuation. Note, that if we did not neglect the cross-correlation among different
particles and used equation (B21), then C(µ, 0) would be nonzero for µ > 0.
10 we adjust the normalization to remain N -independent
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We may express the angular correlation function equivalently with the angular variance V` defined next. For Brownian motion
on the sphere with diffusion coefficient D, the spherical moments follow (Kocsis & Tremaine 2015)
〈Y` m〉 = e− 14 `(`+1)V` (B23)
where V` = D∆t is the angular variance that represents the mean squared angle that the particle has moved during Brownian
motion in time t. Substituting in equation (B22) shows how the angular correlation function changes for Brownian motion:
C`(∆t) = 2` + 14pi e
− 14 `(`+1)V` . (B24)
While V` = D∆t for all ` for Brownian motion, these coefficients may be different for an arbitrary random process. Given an
arbitrary angular correlation function C`(∆t), the angular variance is defined by solving equation (B24) for V` :
V`(∆t) = −4
`(` + 1) ln
[
4pi
2` + 1
C`(∆t)
]
=
−4
`(` + 1) ln
1
N
N∑
i=1
P`
[
Lˆi(t0) · Lˆi(t0 + ∆t)
]
, (B25)
In the last line we substituted equation (B22) for C`(∆t). Note that averaging is assumed implicitly over t0. For a nuclear star
cluster bound to a massive object M , Kocsis & Tremaine (2015) have shown that the angular momentum vector directions change
as
V` ≈ η2body,Ω NmM τ random walk , (B26)
V` ≈ β2coherent VRR,Ω
Nm
M
τ2 constant torque , (B27)
V` ≈ βincoherent VRR,Ω NmM τ random walk , (B28)
V` ≈ saturated fluctuations around 2 ln[(2` + 1)NT]
`(` + 1) (B29)
where βcoherent VRR,Ω = βvLc/L and similarly for η2body,Ω, N denotes the selected number of particles on the angular momentum
shell (e.g. region-II) and T denotes the number of analyzed independent time segments with different t0 start times. The V`
coefficients of angular momentum vector directions grow initially linearly with time τ due to 2-body relaxation, then gradually
change slope to a quadratic function due to coherent VRR, then change back to a linear function of τ during incoherent VRR until
the particles forget their initial conditions and the completely uncorrelated (fully mixed) state is reached.
